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Beck & Eggeling looks back on 25 years in the art market and is celebrating its jubilee with a special
show »25 Years of Passion«, comprising a special selection of works representing the sophisticated
and differentiated gallery programme. The exhibition includes works by renowned German Expressionist artists and significant protagonists of the ZERO-movement, selected works by individual important positions of 20th century German art as well as German and international contemporary art.
For a quarter of a century the gallery has been committed to dealing with Impressionism, Expressionism, Classic Modern as well as Post-war Modernism and contemporary art and is recognized as one
of the leading international galleries. In addition to diverse exhibitions, the continuous participation in
international art fairs and the realization of large-scale international projects outside the gallery space,
the gallery offers a platform for art and culture and interdisciplinary exchange with events like artist
talks within the framework of the »Face to Face« events and others. With well over 100 publications
from their in-house art publishers, Beck & Eggeling enriches their exhibitions with their own texts as
well as scholarly articles about art by prominent authors.
Since its foundation in the year 1994 in Leipzig the gallery counts more than 250 exhibitions. Ute
Eggeling and Michael Beck opened their gallery on 8 October 1994 in Leipzig with a show titled
»Lyonel Feininger. Works from his time in Weimar and Dessau«. The Leipzig family villa of the Beck
family was transformed into an exhibition space for Modern and contemporary art.
After their successful beginnings in Leipzig, Ute Eggeling and Michael Beck decided to relocate to
Dusseldorf. At the turn of the millennium, the gallery moved into its current premises on the ground
floor of an eighteenth-century mansion in the heart of the city's historic centre. In the spring of 2006
additional premises directly opposite the existing gallery were added, which became the space used
for contemporary shows. In September 2016, the gallery opened a branch in Vienna.

With works by:
Magdalena Abakanowicz, Bertozzi & Casoni, Piero Dorazio, Lyonel Feininger, Gerhard Hoehme, Ernst
Ludwig Kirchner, Yayoi Kusama, Heinz Mack, August Macke, Emil Nolde, Heribert C. Ottersbach, Otto
Piene, Norbert Tadeusz

On the occasion of the gallery's anniversary a journal »25 Years of Passion« with a cross-section
of 25 years of gallery history was published.
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»25 Years of Passion«
2 April – 11 May 2019
Beck & Eggeling International Fine Art
Bilker Straße 5 | 40213 Düsseldorf, Germany
Opening hours: Tue – Fr: 10am – 1pm & 2 – 6 pm | Sat 11 am – 4 pm

Contact
Beck & Eggeling International Fine Art, Miriam Walgate
+49 211 2107911, miriam.walgate@beck-eggeling.de, www.beck-eggeling.de

All illustrations are protected by copyright. Please also note: The works may only be reproduced completely
and unchanged. The free publication is only permitted within the scope of the current reporting and up to 6
weeks after the end of the exhibition.
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